




TEMPERATURE-VISCOSITY RELATIONSHIPS 
OF SELECTED ASPHALT CEMENTS 

INTRODUCTION 

It has been common to purchase asphalt cements for asphalt concrete construction by specifying the 

penetration grade and to  further specify limiting values for flash point, solubility, ductility, thin film loss, and 

penetration of residue after thin film test. The penetration test is, of course, a measure of the consistency or 

viscosity at the test temperature of 77°F. The other tests assure a product free of contaminants and having 

suitable ductility and resistance to excessive hardening. None of these tests, howevkr, provide a measure of 

the consistency of the asphalt cement at the elevated temperatures required for mixing, placing and rolling 

the asphalt concrete. It is known that two asphalts having the same penetration at 77°F may have 

significantly different viscosities at other temperatures. The viscosity of the asphalt during mixing, placing, and 

rolling i s  very important in obtaining a quality pavement. In  most standards, limiting temperature ranges are 

specified for these operations but this control fails to distinguish between asphalts having widely varying high 

temperature viscosities. 

To gain information on the appropriate temperature to obtain a given desirable viscosity for the 

various asphalt cements commonly used in Oregon, viscosities were determined at three or more temperatures 

near the mixing temperature. From the values determined by test, a plot of log-log viscosity vs. log absolute 

temperature can be used to predict the temperature associated with a specific viscosity value. To determine 

how these particular asphalts would f i t  the viscosity gradings proposed for asphalt cements, the 140°F 

viscosities were estimated by this graphical method. 

A proposed method of implementing the use of viscosity-temperature relationships to  achieve more 

nearly optimum conditions for mixing and placing asphalt concrete is included at the end of this report. 

BACKGROUND 

Several interrelated factors are of concern to the designers of asphalt mixtures. The asphalt must be 

heated to obtain a fluidity suitable for thoroughly coating the aggregate particles with a correct film 

thickness. Excessive fluidity might result in the asphalt draining off of the aggregate during transporting and 

placing the mixture. Too little fluidity makes mixing more difficult; requiring more time and more power and 

in some cases resulting in nonuniform coating of aggregate or in too thick films of asphalt. The hardening of 

the asphalt that accompanies mixing, as measured by the loss in penetration, increases with mixing 

temperature. A study by Bright and Reynolds' found the percent retained penetration decreases about 2 

percent for each 1 0 " ~  increase in mixing temperature up to a temperature of 340°F. A t  still higher 

temperatures they found the hardening was accelerated. Since the asphalt hardening is related in a general 

way to the fatigue life of the pavement, lower mixing temperatures are desirable from this standpoint. 
































